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The amazing story of the world's deepest scuba diversFully revealed. The crazy, dangerous and

golden era of extreme deep scuba diving. A fascinating behind-the-scenes story of manâ€™s quest

for the abyss.Venture far inside the high-charged fraternity of the deep diving misfits, gurus and

geniuses who stretch the limits of the possible. From the dangerous deep diving lunacy of the 1990s

to aquatic mastery on the world stage, A Walk on the Deep Side tells the story of driven souls,

sudden death and spectacular victory. It follows the tale of two British deep divers, Leigh

Cunningham and Mark Andrews in their remarkable and near-endless uphill battle to bag one of

scuba diving's greatest prizes.This is a stirring and uplifting book about one of the most fascinating

and dangerous of all extreme sports. Buy it now and take the journey of a lifetimeWhat the readers

sayâ€¦ Absolutely brilliant. ... One amazing book! ... Loved every page, lived every dive.... A

thought-provoking and enlightening read. â€¦ Terrific. ... A Must Read. ... Great Read. ... Thoroughly

enjoyed it. ... I couldn't put it down.... Read it and you won't be disappointed. ... Awesome! ... One of

the most honest and enjoyable books I've read. ... Well written and a thoroughly enjoyable read.
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As someone who lived there and worked in the dive industry, I think this book is a really good

account of what it was like to live in Sharm el Sheikh and be involved in Technical Diving. This is the

best of the author's books that I have read and it has a good, flowing writing style that manages to

explain what is a pretty, well technical, subject in clear, easy to understand English.

As a very experienced deep diver (mostly regular air) It was great to read an accurate account of

what its really like "down there". John captures the feelings so well of immense pleasure see sawing

with moments of absolute terror when you know you either did something really dumb ( like going to

350 feet on a single tank) or something just went wrong and you were not expecting such a huge

issue to appear out of no where. He captures the fine line between coming back and staying down

there for eternity exceptionally well.A great read, worth twice the money!!

I just finished the book which I enjoyed a lot. John's writing flows and the stories he writes about

keep your attention. If you love diving you need to read this book!

Great read for the avid diver. Lot's insight into the world of deep diving. Too bad Sharm is under

threat from ISIS, it would be a great place to dive.

The author does a wonderful job of transporting the reader to the Red Sea to experience life beyond

the edge of deep tech diving. The descriptions were so real that the picture I had in my head of the

deep dive rig turned out to be exactly what it looked like when I saw the actual pics at the end of the

book! I'm on to his next book.

A superb and intimate history of red sea diving told by someone who actually lived every minute of

it. Recommended reading for all tec divers, and should be compulsory for anyone just getting into

deep diving. Brilliant.

A really nice read about the early days of deep diving in Egypt, fascinating adventures and how far

diving has come. Some of the deep dives attempted in this book were absolute madness looking at

it from today's perspective. Overall I'd highly recommend this book to anyone with an interest in

diving, either technical or recreational and who loves adventure determined spirits.

Worth reading before or after one takes an interest in deep diving, an eye opener as to why you



should train for, and plan each dive adventure, enjoyed the first hand account of real stories
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